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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks(WSNs) include a lot of small sensor nodes with limited energy. 
Multicast routing in wireless sensor networks is an appropriate method for sending a same data to 
several different receivers in the network. In this paper, A multicast routing algorithm based on 
learning automata is presented for increasing life time in WSNs. Minimum spanning tree (MST) has an 
important role in communicative networks and it can create a backbone for these networks. In this 
algorithm, we use local minimum spanning tree(LMST) for sending messages to the multicast message 
receivers, then, by getting help of learning automata based algorithm, we pay attention to improve the 
life time for multicast routing problem in these networks. The developed algorithm is evaluated by 
investigating the relationship between the life time of made LMST with different transmission ranges 
and different network scales. 
 
Key words: Wireless sensor networks, Multicast routing, Learning automata, Local minimum 

spanning tree.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 Due to recent advancements in fields of micro electro-mechanical systems. Smart sensor, wireless 
telecommunications, and digital electronics , it is possible to make weak, low power, inexpensive sensor nodes 
capable of establishing wireless communications (R.H. Katz, et al., 1999; I.F. Akyildiz, et al., 2002). Generally, 
a wireless sensor network (WSN) includes a large number of such nodes. WSNs are similar to mobile ad-hoc 
networks in some aspects while having fundamental differences as well. In mobile ad-hoc networks, service 
quality is the main issue in designing protocols while the main limitation to do this is the limited energy of 
sensors in WSNs. We confront with the high limitation of node resources, among limited bandwidth and 
memory, low battery and extreme changes of network topology in wireless sensor networks, so that the 
protocols that are used for mobile ad-hoc networks are not suitable in wireless sensor networks. Indeed, those 
protocols are of more interest in WSNs which minimize power consumed by sensors. Sensor network (SN) have 
different applications in such areas as temperature, humidity, pressure, environmental monitoring, military 
systems, and vehicle traffic control (S. Tilak et al., 2002; L. Akyildiz et al., 2002).  
 Multicast routing (MR) protocols are used in order for a group of nodes to receive messages from a single 
source node. According to the limitation of resources of these networks, multicast routing is an effective 
approach reducing power consumption of resources. Within MRs, a message can be received by all nodes 
neighboring the sending node due to broadcast property of wireless channels (T. Nadeem and S. Parthasarathy 
2006) so MR protocols designed for traditional cable networks are not applicable in wireless networks, 
therefore, both cable and wireless networks have different routing methods. In WSNs, there is no fixed, pre-
defined infrastructure and, due to the lack of a physical backbone, a virtual backbone can be formed. For 
sending a data successfully to the set members of multicast group. It is need to set a route between sender node 
and receiver nodes. These multicast routes make a tree structure on the network, so multicast routing will be an 
simple work because the packets reach to the member set of tree from the nodes of multicast tree member. The 
problem of multicast routing is corresponded with making a tree that is enough to include multicast group 
member's set and the root of this tree is message sender's node. To make this kind of tree, the network will be 
modeled as a graph like G(V,E) . that V is nodes set and E is substance of V×V is a edges set of graph. so the 

goal is producing a tree that includes the whole members of set , so T is multicast group member's set. 
It seem that using from local spanning tree that only needs to cover multicast group members is a suitable 
method to create this kind of virtual backbone for multicast routing in wireless sensor networks. It's possible that 
made local spanning tree includes another set of network nodes. 
 It will be proposed a multicast routing algorithm for wireless sensor's network based on the learning 
automata in this paper. Our algorithm make a virtual backbone by using learning automata with the lowest cost, 
then the action of multicast routing will be done according to made backbone.  
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Related Work: 
 Routing protocols are used to transmit data to destination node(s) from source node. Unicast routing 
protocols are used to transmit a single message produced by a single sensor node to another node. Widespread 
broadcast routing is used to transmit a single message produced by a single node to all nodes existing in the 
network and multicast routing (MR) method is used in order for a message to be received by a group of network 
nodes. Sending a copy of datum to destinations, for example, is much better performed destinations, for 
example, is much better performed by multicast method than unicast one which sends it to destinations 
separately. There is another routing method well-known as geo casting which is a particular kind of routing in 
which destination nodes are located in a given region of networks (P.M. Ruiz et al., 2006). But in most cases, it 
is necessary for sensor nodes to send the same report to several other nodes located in different sites of the 
networks. 
 Numerous MR protocols have been designed for mobile ad-hoc networks, important of  which are distance 
vector multicast routing protocol (DVMRP) (S.E. Deering and D.R. Cheriton 1990). multicast open shortest 
path protocol (MOSPF) ( J. Moy, 1994). on-demand multicast routing protocol (ODMRP) (S. J. Lee et a., 
1999). and multicast ad-hoc on-demand distance vector [MAODV] routing protocol, but these protocols are not 
suitable for WSNs because they are different from mobile ad-hoc ones (S. Giordano, I. Stojmenovic and L. 
Blazevie 2004). Several MR protocols have already been developed for WSNs. Branch aggregation multicast 
(BAM) algorithm (A. Okura et al., 2005). was proposed by Okura et al. Initially, different paths are made 
separately toward all destination nodes from source on with a unicast routing algorithm like Directed diffusion 
(C. Intanagonwiwat, R. Govindan, D. Estrin 2000). and several unicast paths are created between source node 
and each of destination ones via middle nodes. And characteristics of these paths are recorded on unicast routing 
(UR) table. Then, source node uses BAM algorithm (A. Okura et al., 2005). which has two phases : (a) making 
the best path table, and (b) choosing the path for MR. This algorithm was designed to be efficient in relation to 
energy consumption, but there is no guarantee for created tree to produce the best path in addition to having 
overhead of UR table. 
 First introduced by Finn in (1987). geographic routing method makes use of nodes geographical 
information. Protocol of differential destination multicast (DDM) (L. Ji and M.S. Corson 2001) uses a UR table 
in which node distances lie. Maintenance and update of UR table as well as UR implementation impose high 
overhead on protocol.  
 Mauve et al., (2003). proposed position – based multicasting (PBM) protocol which is based on 
geographical information. A grasping approach selects neighbors to forward messages. Each middle node 
evaluates a cost function for any of its neighbor sets upon receiving multicast messages in order to select the 
best subset for forward messages. Thus, this algorithm represents the cost of 2n possible sets where n is the 
number of node's neighbors. To do this is time-consuming for networks with large numbers of neighbors and 
destination nodes. In mauve et al., (2004) designed protocol of scalable position- based multicast (SPBM) in 
order to improve scalability of PBM algorithm (Mauve et al., 2003). but they failed to achieve this goal since 
they used a separate geographic UR method for each destination. Also interchanging routing tables between 
neighbors made, like PBM method (Mauve et al., 2003). the protocol is no scalable. Wu and Candan proposed a  
geographical MR protocol well-known as GMP (S.Wu and K. Candan, 2006). for WSNs, which operates on the 
basis of virtual Euclidean – Steiner tress the roots of which lie in sending nodes. 
 Each sending node calculates on virtual Euclidean- Steiner tree locally. Some points of created virtual 
Euclidean- Steiner tress are not correspondent to intended sensor nodes of network so some redundant extra 
work is done in relation to these virtual destinations. In addition, GMP protocol (S.Wu and K. Candan, 2006) 
becomes inefficient, especially in terms of energy consumed by sensor nodes, because these calculations are 
performed by all sending nodes. GMR (geographical multicast routing) (A. Okura et al., 2005) was provided by 
Ruiz et al. for WSNs, which is based on geographical information. The results of studies show that GMR (J.A. 
Sanchez et al., 2007). outperforms PBM (Mauve et al., 2003). in terms of the number of transmissions required. 
However, GMR algorithms (J.A. Sanchez et al., 2007) needs to test d3 subsets of one node's neighbors where d 
is the number of destination nodes. In (J.A. Sanchez and P.M. Ruiz, 2006). Sanchez and Ruiz developed a 
geographical multicast routing protocol well-known as LEMA for WSNs in order to create energy-efficiency, in 
which minimum spanning tree and Dijkstra shortest path algorithms are used. In this protocol, turns number of 
application of Dijkstra algorithm increases proportionately to the increase in the distance between source node 
and destination one. This protocol always tries to employ the shortest possible path to send messages so that less 
energy is consumed, but this feature is also considered a disadvantage of this algorithm because if a path is used 
frequently, its nodes energy will decrease. Resulting in the loss of the nodes. 
 In this paper we propose a new multicast routing algorithm base on learning automata for wireless sensor's 
networks. We will use local minimum spanning tree to make multicast routes between source node and 
destination nodes. The goal of our algorithm is finding a multicast routing with longest of life time. 
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Primary Definitions And Concepts:  
 In this section, we describe some definitions and terms used in our algorithm briefly. 
 
Network'S Model: 
 A wireless sensor network can be shown as a graph G(V,E) that V is Graph's vertex set or network's nodes 
and E is connection between network's nodes. By having nodes set V with maximum transmission range of R, 

the edge set will be: E= }.Ruv|andvu|v)v,u{( 2    

 If the nodes of u and v have been put in each other's transmission range, E)v,u(,Vv,u   will be for 

both nodes. Neighboring of a node such as u is a set of all nodes that are node's neighbor of u. In the other hand, 
}vuandE)v.u(|Vv{)u(N  . In these networks the network's topology is chaining by time. 

 
Local Minimum Spanning Tree: 
 A minimum spanning tree (R. Diestel, 2005; S. Pettie and V. Ramachandran, 2008). is a subgraph from a 
undirected and weighted graph, so that it be a tree, includes all of graph's nodes and the set of its edge weight 
will be the lowest amount between all graph's spanning trees as possible. The related weight to the graph's edge 
can be its cost, measurement's time or according to its function other parameter. 
 Many studies have been done in the field of finding minimum spanning tree in definite graphs, and some 
algorithms are presented to solve this problem such as (Kruskal J.B. 1956; prim 1957; Boruvxa 1926). also, 
some related works for finding minimum spanning tree are mentioned in (R.G. Gallager, et al., 1983; M.S. 
Neumann 2007). A weighted graph and minimum spanning tree that are related to the definite graph is shown in 
Fig. 1.1 the minimum spanning tree has different functions such as problems like saving data (J. Li 2009; S.M. 
Maillet, Y.M. Sharaiha 1996). image processing (R.E. Osteen and P.P. Lin, 1974) analyzing statistical clustering 
and recognizing speeches (K. Hutson and D. Shier, 2006) and communicative networks (T.C. Chiang, C.H. Liu 
and Y.M. Huang, 2007; G. Rodolakis et al., 2008). 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.1: A minimum spanning tree. 
 
 Local minimum spanning tree (LMST) is a sub graph of the minimum spanning tree that it has specific set 
of graph nodes. LMST is known as Steiner tree. It is possible that LMST covers some extra nodes. These extra 
nodes is known as Steiner points(F. K. Hwang et al., 1992; S. Hougardy and  H.J. Promel, 1999). For example 
in Fig. 1.2 we formed a tree from source node(S) that it should cover receiver nodes(R). in Fig. 3.2.2 we assume 
that the made route is a shortest route and Steiner points is shown with red color. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.2: Steiner points in local minimum spanning tree. 
 
 
Learning Automata:  
 A learning automata (LA) (K.S. Narendra and K.S. Thathachar, 1989; M.A.L. Thathachar and B.R. Harita, 
1987). is an abstract model capable of doing finite actions. Each selected action is evaluated by a probable 
environment, the result of which is delivered to automata in the form of a positive or negative signal. Learning 
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automata use this response to select their next action. Ultimate goal is for automatas to select the best of their 
actions. The best action is one maximizing the likelihood of receiving rewards from environment.  

 Probable environment can be expressed mathematically by triple },,{ cBaE   where 

},.....,,{ 21 r  is the set of environment inputs and },.....,,{ 21 r  is Each action's being 

penalized. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between learning automate and environment. 
  

 
 
Fig. 2: The relationship between learning automata and environment. 
 

 Given the values of   , three different models are defined for probable environments. Whenever   is a 

two-members set of [0,1], the environment is of type  P, that is , values of 0 and 1 are selected as environment 

outputs. In this case , 11   means " being penalized" and 02   means " being rewarded". 

 If )(n  is a value bounded to [0,1] , the model is of type Q ; and if )(n  is a stochastic variable 

within[0,1] , the environment is of type S. 

 Ci represents the probability that action i  receives an undesirable response from environment. The values 

of Ci do not change in static environments while changing with time in non- static ones (S. Lakshmivarahan and 
M.A.L. Thathachar, 1976). 
 Learning automatas are divided into two groups: (a) those with fixed structures , and (b) those with variable 
structured. In this paper, we make use of the variable structured. For learning Automatas with fixed structures, 
probabilities of automata actions are fixed while, for learning automatas with variable structures , they are 
updated with each turn of iteration. Learning automatas with variable structures can be denoted by triple 

 TP,,,  where },.....,,{ 21 r  is an automata's actions set; },.....,,{ 21 r   is its inputs; 

},.....,,{ 21 rPPPP   is probability vector of each automata's action; and 

 )(),(),()1( xxxTxP    is learning algorithm. Automatas choose on of their actions randomly 

on the basis of probability vector Pi and exercise. It on the environments from which they get a response. If the 

action selected by Learning automate is action i  , then, automata updates its action probabilities to Eq.(1) in 

the case of receiving desirable response from environment while it does this according to Eq.(2) in the case of 
receiving undesirable one.  
 

 + a[1-                                                                                                           (1) 
 

 
 

************* 

                                                                                                                    (2) 
 

 
 
 Where r is the number of automata's actions , and b is penalty parameter. There following algorithms can be 
available on the basis of different values considered for parameters a and b of learning :  
1) If a=b , linear reward-penalty (LR-P) scheme is obtained. 
2) If the value of b is many times smaller than that of a, resulting learning method is called liner reward epsilon 
scheme (LR_εP). 
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3) If b=0, algorithm is called linear reward inaction scheme (LR-I). 
 
Distributed Learning Automata (DLA): 
 A distributed learning automata (DLA) (K.S. Narendra and M.A.L. Thathachar 1980; H. Beigy and M.R. 
Meybodi, 2006). is a network of LAs cooperating to solve a particular problem. Within this network of 
cooperating automata, only one automata is active at a time. In DLA the number of actions each automata is 
able to do is equal to the number of automatas connects to that one. When an automata selects an action in the 
network, other automata connected to it is activated. In other words, Choosing an action by an automata in this 
networks corresponds to activation of another automata there. The model considered for DLA network is graph 
each vertex of which is an automata, as shown in figure 3. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Network of distributed learning automatas.  
 

 In this graph, presence of edge(LAi ,LAj) means that choosing the action i
j  by LAi activates LAj. The 

number of actions LAK can select is denoted as  k
rk

kkk PPPP .,,........., 21 . Within this set, k
mP  represents 

probability related to action k
m . Selecting the action k

m  by LAk activates LAm. rk shows the number of 

actions LAk is able to do. 
 
Energy Model And Life Time: 
 To send a packet from a node like u to its neighbor's node like V that are in d distance It is consumed some 
of energy. Different models can be used to compute this amount of energy. A general model is presented below 
to compute the needed energy to send a message from a node to another one in network (V. Rodoplu and T.H. 
Meng, 1999).  
 

Cd)v,u(E                                                                                                                                                  (3) 

 
 That d is the distance between two nodes V and U.   is media attenuation factor satisfying (its amount is 
the distance between 62  ) and C is a constant and positive amount that represents the power used to 
process the radio signal.   
 The rate of energy consumption has a direct relation to send between two nodes in network from a edge 
such as e with a length of e, it means that whatever the distance between two nodes or edge length be more, the 
needed energy to send a packet between those two nodes will be more as viewing. 
 For computing LMST life time at first, we compute the average of consumed energy after forming a LMST 
Eq.(4). The relationship between life time and consumed energy is opposite, So for computing the life time of 
LMST the Eq.(5) is presented. 
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Proposed Algorithm: 
 We describe our proposed algorithm in this section. As it is described in previous sections, the routing 
protocols in these wireless sensor's networks are different because of the differences of wireless sensor's 
networks with mobile ad-hoc networks and cable networks, so the designed multicast routing protocols for 
mobile ad-hoc networks and local cable networks are not usable for wireless networks. The problem of multicast 
routing in multi hop wireless networks is known as a Np-complete problem. Because of the lack of being a fix 
and pre- defined structure in wireless sensor's networks and because of the lack of a physical backbone, a virtual 
backbone can be made for these networks. 
 A minimum spanning tree can be a proper method to make virtual backbone for wireless sensor's networks. 
The multicast group members can appear in internal nodes or the leaves of the sub spanning tree. Each node has 
one or some of neighbor nodes in network. As it is mentioned before, two nodes like u and v are neighbor, if and 
just if two nodes have been put in the area of each other's connection. In definite network each of nodes has 
local information about its neighbors and the source node and destination nodes are also specific. Also it is 
assumed that nodes are distributed in network graph randomly. Each node in network is equipped with a 
learning automata, so we have a network of learning automata, that each automata has a choosing action set. The 
number of actions for each automata is equal with the number of neighbor's nodes corresponded with definite 
automata, and automata in each moment only can choose an action from its actions set. Imagine that S is source 
node and R are destination nodes of multicast message, so we want to make a proper backbone base on edge 
weight between source node and destination nodes. The aim of being proper is making a backbone that has the 
lowest consumption cost as possible. So, for this we are going to make a local spanning tree that it is only 
needed the source node and destination nodes to be covered. It is possible for decreasing the cost of sending 
packets and keeping the specification of tree, other nodes beside the source and destination nodes will be 
covered. The suggested algorithm is as follow: 
 We start from source node and choose one of the connected edge to the node(s) randomly to reach to 
another node, now another edge will be chosen through the node's edge, by selecting each edge from selected 
edge graph and edge's weight that has that distance between the nodes of the edge's head , they will be added to 
the edges set and weight's set that are empty at first. Also by choosing each edge, the neighbor's nodes and the 
node corresponded with selected node that have been selected before are going to be omitted to prevent making 
loop, and to prevent next step node by choosing that node in future. we continue the process of making route till 
all multicast group members change to local spanning tree's members and it is not necessary to include all 
network's nodes. According to connectivity of consumption energy to selected edge length, whatever the edge 
length be more , the rate of needed energy to send a packet between these two nodes will be more too. so if we 
use a shorter distances to make local spanning tree in making route, the rate of total consumption energy will be 
less. According to the distance between member nodes of making route and related formula 

)Cd)v,u(E(   , the rate of needed consumption energy is computed to make local spanning tree as a 

backbone that has been formed. With considering Eq.(5), suppose that the rate of life time is T for making route. 
Then we will start to make a local spanning tree again from the starting node. and continue making tree like 
before till it includes all target nodes. In each time that the algorithm is repeated, one route from the source is to 
make the multicast message receivers. the rate of lifetime in this route is compared with the rate of lifetime in 
previous route (T). If the lifetime in this stage be less than (T) , the automata in this route will be penalized and 
the probability of choosing this route will be less in future. If the lifetime in this stage be more than (T), the 
automata in previous route will be rewarded and the probability of choosing recent routing nodes will be more 
in future. The process of making route will be continued till achieving shorter routes and by repeating the 
algorithm, convergent making algorithm route toward a local spanning tree with low consumption energy. After 
making mentioned tree, the operations of multicast messages sending will be started on the making route and the 
packets are achieved by making route to the destination. using this route cause saving consumption energy 

because it has used low consumption energy routes to the routing Being edge ),(
ji AA LL  in this graph means 

that choosing i
j  by 

iAL  cause activate 
jAL . The number of choosable actions by 

kAL  is shown as 

}p,...,p,p{p k
rk

k
2

k
1

k   that k
mp  is the probability of connection to k

m . 

The pseudo code of our algorithm is  presented in Fig. 4.1. 
 In here we are presented an example, in this example we assume that the wireless sensor network is 
modeled as a network graph such as Fig. 4.2. In figure 4.2 assumed that S is source node and R is receiver node, 
also the edges weight is distance between two nodes. As is shown in Fig.4.2b and Fig.4.2c local spanning tree 
with learning automata created, and finally in Fig.4.2d, a LMST is created. In our model, each of the nodes is a 
learning automata and for example in Fig.4.2, node A has three actions that are { e(A,B),e(A,E),e(A,D)}. 
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Algorithm for finding Local spanning tree  with minimum consumption of energy for  multicast routing    

Input: Weighted Graph    
Output: Local Spanning Tree (LST)  as a Backbone  for  multicast  routing 
Assumptions: 
Let local_list is assumed for storing  member set of local spanning tree and initially is Ø     
Let  Ti  is ith spanning tree  
Let  Vj is jth   selected  node   
Let C[r] is a vector for storing the cost of selected edges and initially is{ 0} 
Let TK is the specified threshold for expected life time 
Let r  is counter of edges and initially is 0  
Begin Algorithm 
Repeat  
Let R is set of Receivers and initially is Ø  
Let K is the stage number  of  local spanning tree  and initially is 0  
Let VS is the source node of multicast routing    
Get the set of  receivers  and  insert them in to R 
Local_list = VS            
Let  α is life time of made local spanning tree   
r=1      
While  all members at  set of  R  did not spanning yet   
Select Local_list one of its edges according to its actions probability vector which connects it to node Vj  

Add edge (Vi , Vj  )  to the set of selected edges  
Add cost of edge (Vi, Vj) to C[r]     
Update action probability vectors such that the formation of a cycle be impossible  
Local_list = Local_list  Vj  
Vi = Vi+1   
r= r+1  
End while  
B= (∑C[i])/r 
α = 1/B 
If  (α  >  TK ) Then  
Reward  the selected actions of the activated  automata along the local spanning tree   
Else  
Penalize the selected actions of the activated  automata along the local spanning tree    
End if  
Until Probability of selection  local  spanning tree  Ti  are greater than a pre specified threshold value   
send the multicast message through the created  backbone to the receivers   
End Algorithm 
 
Fig. 4.1: The pseudo code of proposed algorithm. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.2: The backbone formation process for multicast routing.  
  
Experimental Result: 
 In this paper, NS2 simulator was used to simulate wireless sensor network. Simulation was performed in a 
square area of 150×150 m2. We used LR-I model for our learning automata and we assumed learning rate is 0.2 
and initial energy is 2000mj for each node. For this simulation, the threshold of LMST process and max iteration 
were set at 0.9 and 100, respectively.  
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 For assessing the proposed algorithm we evaluate our simulation with respect to lifetime by expanding 
transmission range and increasing the number of nodes. 
 Here, for evaluating our algorithm (LMST-LA), we compare our algorithm with proposed algorithms in 
(J.A. Sanchez and P.M. Ruiz, 2006). 
 In (J.A. Sanchez and P.M. Ruiz, 2006). Sanchez and Ruiz developed a geographical multicast routing 
protocol well-known as LEMA for WSNs in order to create energy-efficiency, in which minimum spanning tree 
and Dijkstra shortest path algorithms are used. In this protocol, turns number of application of Dijkstra 
algorithm increases proportionately to the increase in the distance between source node and destination one. 
This protocol always tries to employ the shortest possible path to send messages so that less energy is 
consumed. 
 
The Relationship Between Life Time And Different Network Scales: 
 In this part, we assume that the transmission range is 25m and the number of nodes increase from 20 to 140 
nodes. As show in Fig.5.1 the lifetime decreases when the number of nodes increase.  
 

 
 
Fig. 5.1: The relationship between life time and number of nodes. 
 
The Relationship Between Life Time And Different Transmission Ranges:  
  Here, we assume that the number of nodes is 50 and transmission range increase from 10m to 30m. As show 
in Fig.5.2 with increasing transmission range the life is decreasing. Also with comparing our algorithm (LMST-
LA) with proposed algorithm in (J.A. Sanchez and P.M. Ruiz, 2006) will determine how much our method 
performs well. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5.2: The relationship between life time and transmission range. 
 
Conclusion And Future Work: 
 A multicast routing algorithm was presented based on learning automata for wireless sensor's networks in 
this paper. That we used local minimum spanning tree to make multicast route. The process of making created 
tree was done according to the rate of distance between two nodes in the network and we tried to use route that 
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have higher lifetime to make LMST, we evaluate the algorithm from making with increasing the number of 
nodes and transmission range. We compared our algorithm with proposed algorithm in (J.A. Sanchez and P.M. 
Ruiz, 2006). as shown above our algorithm always outperforms in term of the life time. 
 The future work will focus on increasing security of the proposed method and also fault tolerance while 
failing each of the sensors after forming a LMST. 
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